
Slim Tower Workstation

NEC Express5800/53Xi

Slim tower workstation with high performance and high reliability

▐ HIGH PERFORMANCE 

▐ SPACE-SAVING

▐ HIGH-END GRAPHICS 

ACCELERATOR INSTALLABLE

The NEC Express5800/53Xi is a 90 mm wide 
slim tower workstation which allows you to use 
your desk space effectively. Featuring Intel® 

Xeon® processor, the 53Xi enables the use of 
heavy-load software as well as concurrent use of 
multiple software. With its support of high-end 
graphics accelerator, 53Xi can meet your needs 
for “the compact workstation with high-speed 
CPU performance and 3D graphics processing 
capability”.

Take your IT infrastructure 
to the next level with NEC’s 
proven IT platform



▐ Space-saving
l Despite being a 90 mm wide slim 

chassis,  it provides  high 
performance of the workstation. 
With slim stabilizers,  you can 
make the best use of the space at 
the sides of the chassis, such as 
for a bookend.

▐ PCI selectable
l Riser type PCI slot adopted. In addition to 

the standard equipment PCI Express 
(x16)/(x4) riser card for installing a 
graphics card, the optional PCI Express 
(x4)/PCI (32bit/33MHz) riser card is also 
selectable.
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HARDWARE SPECIFICATION
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▐ High-end graphics 
accelerator installable

l For a workstation of  this class, 
NVIDIA® Quadro® K4000 can be  
installed to the slim chassis. 53Xi is 
suitable not only for CAD as well as 
for terminals in industries such as 
financial and medicine. 

Model number

Processor

Chipset
Type
Mountable memory
Maximum size
Error detection/correction
Number of slots
Mountable HDD
Maximum size
Maximum mountable number

Controller

Internal graphics Chip type
Mountable graphics card
Network function

Serial
Display
USB*03

LAN

Audio*03

Internal 3.5 inch bay [Open]
5.25 inch bay [Open]

Riser card Standard Option (N8006-1011)
PCI Express (x16) [Open]

PCI Express (x4) [Open] 1 slot [1] (Mechanically x8, Short size)
PCI Express 2.0 supported －

32 bit PCI slot [Open] － 1 slot [1] (33MHz/5V, Short size)

Power consumption At maximum configuration*05 (under heavy load)

*1 There are some functional limitations for Windows® 8 Pro 64 bit model. (RAID function not supported, some option boards not supported (LAN board))

*3 Not all the peripherals are guaranteed to run properly.

*5 Power consumption of the server in the maximum configuration is measured.
*6 When the server is stored at low or high temperature, the system clock may run significantly faster or slower. Use of a time server (NTP server) is recommended if high
accuracy is required in the system clock.
*7 When installing Windows 7 Professional manually in the onboard RAID configuration or optional RAID configuration, prepare your USB memory or choose Flash FDD
[N8160-86].

*2 When 4GB memory is installed in Windows 7 Professional, usable memory is approximately 3GB.

*4 The depth of the mountable board is either within 312 mm (long size), 350 mm with the retainer, 173 mm (short size), or 167.6 mm (MD2). Also, the width of the
mountable board is either within 111 mm (with no "Low-Profile" indication) or within 64 mm (with "Low-Profile" indication).

EXPRESSBUILDER, NEC ESMPRO Manager, NEC ESMPRO Agent

Memory

Internal HDD/SSD

Interface

Expansion bay

Headphone terminal×1 (Front), microphone terminal (Stereo)×2 (Front:1, Rear:1),
Line-out (Dual-used for headphone)×1 (Rear), Line-in×1 (Rear)

2 slots [1]
1 slot (Flat type) [0]

SATA HDD: 4TB
2

SATA III/600
(LSI Embedded MegaRAID™: RAID-0/1 supported)*01

Intel® HD Graphics P4600 (Built-in in CPU)
NVIDIA Quadro® K600 / NVIDIA Quadro® K2000 / NVIDIA Quadro® K4000

4GB / 8GB
32GB*02

ECC
4 slots

Expansion slot*04

Dimension (W x D x H)

Weight (Maximum)
Power

Temperature/humidity condition *06

Supported OS

Attached software

Approx. 9.2 kg
AC100/200V ±10%, 50/60Hz±3Hz

250VA/244W

Windows® 8 Pro 64 bit*01

　Windows® 7 Professional (SP1) 32 bit*07

　Windows® 7 Professional (SP1) 64 bit*07

In operation: 10 - 35°C / 10 - 80% (No condensation)
  In storage: -10 - 55°C / 10 - 80% (No condensation)

1 slot [1] (Short size) PCI Express 3.0 supported

 90×373×336 mm (Vertical mounting, stabilizers not included)
160×373×336 mm (Vertical mounting, stabilizers included)

336×373×97 mm (Horizontal mounting)

1000BASE-T / 100BASE-TX / 10BASE-T (Wake On LAN/PXE boot supported) x2
 RS-232C D-sub 9 pin (16550A compatible)×1 (Rear)

USB 3.0 compliant×6 (Rear: 6), USB 2.0 compliant×2 (Front: 2)
 RJ-45×2 (Rear)

DP×2 (Rear), mini D-sub 15 pin×1 (Rear) (Triple monitor supported)

SATA HDD: 500GB / 1TB / 2TB (7,200rpm)

NEC Express5800/53Xi

NP8000-9011FP02/03/04/05/06

Intel® C226
DDR3-1600 (PC3-12800) SDRAM

Intel® Xeon® Processor E3-1275v3 (3.50GHz, 8MB Cache, Quad Core)
Intel® Xeon® Processor E3-1225v3 (3.20GHz, 8MB Cache, Quad Core)

4th Generation Intel® Core™ i3 Processor 4330 (3.50GHz, 4MB Cache, Dual Core)


